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Abstract 
The low~frequency band (0.0001 ~ 1 Hz) of the gravitational wave spectrum has the most interesting astrophysical sources. It is only accessible from 
space. The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) concept has been the leading contender for a space~based detector in this band. Despite a strong 
recommendation from Astro2010, constrained budgets motivate the search for a less expensive concept, even at the loss of some science. We have 
explored the range of lower...c;ost mission concepts derived from two decades of studying the LISA concept We describe LlSA~like concepts that span the 
range of affordable and scientifically worthwhile missions, and summarize the analyses behind them. 
Introduction 
) 
With the end of the formal NASA/ESA collaboration on the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA). teams in both the U.S. and Europe are studying new gravitational-wave mission concepts at lower price points, 
that is. less science for lower cost. The ESA science team has settled on a concept called Next Generation Space..tlased Gravitational-wave Observatory (NGO). See poster #146.26. In the U.S., NASA is conducting a 
study of mission concepts. The previous members of the LISA Project team have identified four LlSA..fike concepts, referred to as the Space..tJased Gravitationalwwave Observatory (SGO), at different price points. This 
poster gives a comparative description of the science capabilities and mission parameters for SGO High, Mid, Low and lowest. 
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